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A�er a superb year for stock markets in 2017 (the major markets averaged 17% gains), 2018 was a year that started where the previ-
ous had le� off.  By mid-January the S&P 500 was up around 7.5% and the Hang Seng had risen by a staggering 10%, as investor op�-
mism about the outlook for world growth con�nued unabated.  Interes�ngly, the FTSE 100 hardly moved during this ini�al period as 
con�nuing concerns over Brexit (what else?!) led global investors to look outside of the UK for equity exposure, a theme that has en-
dured ever since the vote in 2016.

Then, on the 29th January, markets came crashing back to earth. As
on so many occasions in recent market history, the catalyst for the
decline was, counterintui�vely, good economic news. With the US 
economy booming, wages rising and growth creeping up, investors
suddenly feared that the Federal Reserve, under Jerome Powell,
would force interest rates higher and sooner than first expected.  

To say that the market reac�on was an overreac�on is an 
understatement. Most markets around the world fell by 10% or
more in a ma�er of days, as panic set-in that the “end of the
market cycle” was fast approaching.  The severity of the correc�on 
was alarming, par�cularly as it was predicated on ostensibly 
encouraging economic news. Rumours abounded that trading
algorithms, the new paradigm, had triggered many of the most
extreme market moves, as computer systems at big hedge funds
programma�cally sold equi�es at lower and lower levels.  

Such indiscriminate selling pressure was always going to a�ract the 
a�en�on of long-term bargain hunters and sure enough markets
rallied through February and March. Investors had realised that
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the biggest risk to markets, US recession, was s�ll nowhere to be 
seen and bought back in as a result.

At this point, the main theme of the year started to develop –
Donald Trump’s global “trade war”.  Other than Brexit, ins�ga�on 
of a round of �t-for-tat trade tariffs, par�cularly with China, was 
undoubtedly the major catalyst for increased market vola�lity in 
2018. Our overview in July covered trade wars in detail. China
imported $130bn from the US in 2017 whilst the US imported three
�mes as much from China ($507bn) and Trump’s ra�onale for 
tariffs was therefore that taxes on imports would benefit the US 
more than China because of this trade imbalance.

During last year, the markets danced to Trump’s trade war tune
and from February 2018, when the first tariffs were raised on 
selected goods, to October 2018, whilst most global stock markets
had returned to breakeven the Hang Seng was down 7% for the
year whilst the US market was up over 9%. Trump must have been
feeling very pleased, as this seemed to bear out his asser�on that 
his policy on trade was helping the US at the expense of China.

However, what this policy failed to address is that price hikes
caused by trade tariff imposi�on are o�en passed by companies on 
to consumers.  This means pain for consumers and more infla�on. 
The significance of this was not lost on Trump’s chief economic 
adviser Gary Cohn, who resigned when trade tariffs were 
announced.

Whilst the first tariffs were introduced in February it took un�l 
October for the full impact of Trump’s policy to be felt at home as
much as it was abroad.  The final quarter of 2018 was terrible for 
all equity markets, but some markets were more terrible than
others. The major markets averaged losses of 12.5% over the last
quarter of the year, the worst performers being those markets that
had outperformed so strongly for the first three quarters – Japan
and the US most notably. In December alone, the US and Japan
lost c 10% as profit-takers banked longer-term gains.
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So, what were the catalysts for this second major sell-off of 2018 
and was the correc�on jus�fied?  We have previously covered the 
reasons for the decline in equity markets during October, when it is
es�mated that stock market losses amounted to more than $2tn 
over the month.  Influencing factors ranged from trade wars, Brexit 
and increasing interest rates (i.e. the usual suspects) to fresh
concerns about corporate earnings in the US.

This last point was more alarming and the technology sector,
spearheaded by the FAANGs (Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Ne�lix, 
Google) led the retreat a�er mixed earnings announcements 
spooked investors. Yet over all 78% of companies in the S&P 500
beat analysts’ expecta�ons and year-on-year earnings growth of
20.3% was the highest since 2010 and above the expected 19%
es�mate.  

That equi�es fell despite rela�vely strong earnings is indica�ve that 
market sen�ment (the short-term, o�en vola�le and more o�en 
very fickle “feeling” in the market) was very weak.  Furthermore, it 
perhaps indicated that investors were an�cipa�ng the “end of the 
market cycle”. Why might people think that October’s move
heralded the beginning of the end of that cycle? For one thing, this
is the longest bull run in US equi�es ever recorded.  The S&P 500 
has risen in value for almost ten years now, albeit with a couple of
major wobbles along the way. However, just because the market
has been very posi�ve for so long, this does not mean that “the end 
is nigh”, just that people expect it to be so because the market has
done so well.

Another perceived end-of-cycle indicator is falling oil prices (see
our December overview for more detail). Oil fell 22% in value in
November and the last �me we saw a fall of this magnitude was in 
2008.  Falling oil prices are o�en a sign that global demand is 
slowing, and therefore cause for concern, yet equally, falling prices
can instead be a func�on of massive supply increases for poli�cal 
gain (we believe this to be the case).

The other major signal that had investors running for cover in
October was the US yield curve becoming ‘inverted’. See our May
2018 overview for more detail about this (!) but put simply, a yield
curve is inverted when you are offered less interest (return) to hold 
longer maturity government bonds than you are to hold shorter
maturity equivalents. A normal yield curve is the opposite to this
and economists are in a state of some agita�on at present because 
in every instance since the great depression, an inverted yield curve
has been the precursor to a US recession. Our May overview goes
into more detail about why this might be a false signal (quan�ta�ve 
easing being a major factor).

Indeed, it is possible (and we believe sensible) to at least consider
interpre�ng all three of these signals – long bull market, weak oil
price and inverted yield curve - as circumstan�al evidence rather 
than as defini�ve proof that a recession is imminent.  

A recession occurs when an economy suffers two quarters of 
nega�ve growth.  Typically, in a recession unemployment starts to 
rise and a resul�ng drop in consumer spending leads to businesses 
suffering, which in turn leads to more unemployment.   Whilst it is 
very important to look for signs that this may be about to happen,
if you can’t find those signs then it probably isn’t imminent!  

In fact, news sugges�ng quite the opposite hit the airwaves on the 
4th January, as the US Department of Labour reported that U.S.
employers added jobs in December at the fastest pace since
February and wages surged, sugges�ng that the real economy 
maintained strong momentum at the end of 2018 even as financial 
markets sank.  The US economy is s�ll growing.  A�er the worst 
December for equi�es since 2008, US markets rocketed on the 
news, an indica�on perhaps that this was a be�er and en�rely 
contradictory signal to those that forced the markets down in
October.

However, despite this early resurgence in
2019, this did not come in �me to save 
equi�es from a dreadful calendar year 
performance in 2018. The return of the major
stock markets that we follow averaged at a
loss of -12.4% over the year, with the
“standout performer” being the S&P 500,
which dropped -6.24%, (although the US
market was only saved by a 5% Boxing Day
rally on very low volumes of trading). Other
asset classes were also not immune from the
fallout. Deutsche Bank reported that 90% of
the 70 asset classes that they track posted
nega�ve returns in 2018, including historical 
safe havens such as gold and government
bonds. It really was a year of ‘nowhere to
hide’ from the increased vola�lity and risk 
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embedded in the markets. According to CNBC it was the most
vola�le year on record, with the VIX index (a standard measure of 
vola�lity) recording 13 one-day moves of up or down by more than
20%! This is a stark contrast to 2017 when the VIX index fell to its
lowest ever level.

So, with this backdrop of horrendous market performance and
increased vola�lity, what is the outlook for 2019?

The poten�al banana skins include a derailed Brexit deal, weaker 
corporate earnings and real signals that the US is about to enter a
recession. Apple has already rocked the boat by announcing its
first ‘revenue warning’ in 16 years for the first quarter of 2019, 
ci�ng weakening demand for iPhones in China as the cause.  Even 
though it has been well flagged for a while that Apple was due to 
announce weaker growth in China (various Chinese iPhone
component suppliers had already issued their own ‘revenue
warnings’ due to ‘a large client’ reducing their order pipeline), this
didn’t stop Apple’s shares from falling more than 7%. If we see

further announcements like this, from other standard bearer firms 
in sectors such as technology, this could stall a recovering market in
early 2019.

On the posi�ve side as noted above, markets have bounced sharply 
in early January a�er jobs and wage price infla�on data from the 
US on Friday was much be�er than expected, indica�ng that 
recession is not as close as the market suspected. On the same
day, Jerome Powell of the Federal Reserve sought to reassure the
markets by announcing that the central bank would pause rate
increases if necessary and even provide s�mulus to the US 
economy if required.  The other posi�ve news comes in the form of 
trade talks, which are taking place in early January between China
and the US, a�er an ini�al 90-day ‘truce’ was agreed in early
December on further tariff increases.   The mid-level delega�on 
currently in Washington could pave the way for more senior
Chinese officials to visit the US to thrash out a longer las�ng trade 
deal between the two na�ons.  If trade talks are successful, this, 
coupled with a so�er stance from The Fed and be�er jobs data 
could be a major boost to equi�es in the coming weeks.  

On balance we remain cau�ous.  As we have men�oned before in 
previous correspondences, the real signs that the US recession is
imminent - corporate failure coupled with consumer spending
slowdown, housing market failure and unemployment – are not yet
present. It doesn’t mean though that these dangers are not around
the corner but just that we cannot yet see far enough around that
corner! By mid-February we will have a be�er idea about the 
Brexit outcome, more clarity on trade and more sense for the likely
shape of corporate earnings in 2019. If we see increasing risks of
US recessionary pressure, then we will need to take ac�on, but 
un�l then a firm resolve and a steady nerve are required in these 
vola�le markets. 
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